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Joint Meeting 2016, Stanford University
This paper will describe the partnership between a nursing faculty member and a health sciences librarian. The evidence-based project created to meet the needs of nursing students in their final capstone course, and the outcomes of the project.
In March of 2013 I was a new faculty member at UNLV. Right away I began to build relationships with faculty in the health sciences. I started with nurses, because I was most familiar with a nursing curricula having been a reference librarian for a nursing program prior to arriving at UNLV.
This project began with a conversation. Situated within the broader context of the Institute of Medicine Mandate to improve the writing skills of baccalaureate Nursing students.
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This project involved a targeted instruction intervention. All students were required to attend a 1.5 hour information literacy instruction session about APA.
The instruction intervention including five components: a lecture about APA, a comprehension check regarding understanding of APA, an active learning exercise correcting an APA paper, report out about the exercise. The report out allowed more in class discussion and guidance about APA.
The intervention involved an instruction session, in class assessment in the form of a 2 minute paper with two questions.
Capstone papers are evidence-based group projects. Students are required to use peer reviewed journal articles and standards to support their paper.
Our project design involved collecting student work, artifacts. These artifacts included: two minute papers, to give us an idea of where the students thought they were with their APA knowledge. We also collected the final capstone papers. A team of researchers including the health sciences librarian created two rubrics to score capstone papers. Scoring required training on the rubric, recalibrating and norming the rubric for use to score capstone papers.
The research team hired an Information Literacy fellow in the summer of 2015 to organize our work and begin the process of implementing our project design full-blast. The fellow helped to organize the capstone papers in a manner that made the research using these papers possible.
The number of papers collected overall gave us an N of 95. However, when we began to score some cases, we discovered missing information that made some cases ineligible for scoring. For example a missing reference page. If pages were missing cases were eliminated.
We ended up with an N of 90, 54 pre-intervention and 36 post intervention papers.
We developed two five point rubrics. A quality rubric to assess the quality of sources selected and quality of standards selected. The standards were verified by the nurse educator. As you read each paper it was clear whether or not a standard or journal source cited was appropriate for the paper topic.
We also developed a 5 point rubric to assess APA formatting within each case. There were three elements to this rubric. The running head as it appeared on all pages and the title page, the page number. Page number is tricky with APA style because the first page differs from second page protocol that requires you to insert the page number at current position, and then number the other pages consecutively, some students used textboxes for their page numbers.

In-text citations were judged on APA standards, did the students correctly use the right format, sometimes we noticed items cited in the paper that were not on the reference page and vice versa, we also noticed difficulty with students using in-text parenthetical citation correction, and listing the correct number of authors. The reference page is complex. If students made a mistake they seemed to make the same mistake throughout their reference page.
Capstone paper topics ranged from warming blankets for newborns to burnout among nurses. Each case was numbered, and student identity was obscured to make the cases anonymous.

Capstone papers are group projects, so multiple students worked on a single project.
Our outcomes showed improvement in mean scores for each case for the: title page and in-text citation. The mean scores improved enough to show some significance.
Running head all caps
Page number on title page
Number of authors first time cited
Where are we now?
We developed a number of tools as a result of this project.
One is a list of common credible sources, that includes standards making agencies like, QSEN or CDC. The nurse educator verified that these sources were credible. We based this list on conversations with the nurse educator to determine what types of credible sources are acceptable.
Another research team member, Created an APA PowerPoint show based on the format of “Eat this, Not that” with tips based on those common errors we saw in papers. We will make this available to students via a Course LibGuide.
We also developed a list of commonly cited journals. There were 21 commonly cited journals from the set of 36 - Post Intervention Papers.
There are three main takeaways with this project.
#1 There is value in teaching APA. In 2015 on the ILI-listserv there was a debate, questioning if librarians should be teaching APA or if someone else should do it. The collaborative perspective of this project has found value in teaching APA.
#2 Relationships with disciplinary faculty are key. We know this as librarians, however, it needs to be stressed again. Buy-in for a librarian to teach in a disciplinary faculty members class is a must. Relationship building takes time, and requires the use of soft skills.
#3 Lastly, designing and implementing evidence-based IL projects also has value and meaning for disciplinary faculty and their teaching practice, as well as for librarians and our teaching practice.
This project could not have been completed without the support of the UNLV Libraries, Library Advisory Board, the board funded our Information Literacy Fellow, Dr. Pamela Juniel.
Nor could our mean analysis have been completed without the help of Ashley Hernandez-Hall.